


The use aplicated for our building in the Phase 4 
was a hotel, and the action was explode and join. 
1.Reection about what is essential and characte-
ristic of a hotel:
- Lodging - bedrooms
- Control area - reception
- Hygiene - bathrooms
- Feeding area - restautant and coffe
- Leisure area – living room, nightclub
- It is like massive, common and great home.

2.Explode and join
We realized one cut in diagonal in the different 
parts of the model, reorganized the pieces and 
created a new structure.
-- The platform was cut and it got off some oors.
- The transparent volumes, too. They were linked to 
the platform.
- The façade of the other two volumes were cut in 
diagonal and created a characteristic and different 
space. This will transform these buildings in a 
luxury hotel.
FFor this, there are two different hotels inside the 
same hotel. The rst volumes are cheaper hotels 
and the second, are luxury hotels. Both share the 
common areas. The difference is that for some of 
them are services, and for the other it is an extra 
area.



























The hibrydation has been realized between the Mar 
do Oriente’s building of the architects Aires Mateus, 
and the Philharmonic of Elbe of Herzog and de 
Meuron.
Once the two dominant strategies have been ana-
lyzed, they have been combined in a new common 
strategy.
1.Dominant strategy of Philharmonic of Elbe con-
sists of:
- Opaque and hard basement.
- Continue space of relation like a public square in 
the building
- A escalator which connects the street with this 
kind of square
- There are three parts:
In the middle one, the philharmonic with some dif-
ferents intermediate spaces between the philhar-
monic and its two sides.
Two uses to both sides. Hotel and apartments.
The use of both sides is a side as hotel and the other 
one as apartments.
- Continue cover which unies all of pieces.

2.Dominant strategy of Mar do Oriente is:
- Opaque and exible façade as the basement
- A wateroor separating the two volumes or the 
two other elements of the strategy. This site is not 
accesible and it articulates the building.
-- Semi-transparent, modulated and orthodox 
façade above wateroor.






































